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·Budget sent
to committee

•

Finance committee resumes work
on $1.8 million budget for 1990-91

•
•

by Tom Kopacz
STAFF REPORTER
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The student senate's Organizations, Appropriations and Finance Committee will resume discussing
the 1990-91 budget today at 4 p.m. in the student
government conference room.
The $1.8 million budget was introduced March 1
by the Activity and Service Fee Committee, which
spent two months discussing budget requests from
various organizations. The money comes from students' Activity and Service Fees included in tuition.
This year's. proposed budget represents a 5.8 percent increase over the final 1989-90 budget of $1.6
million .
Just over 50percent of the budget, $949,427, is for
SG salaries, the student center, recreational services, legal services and utilities. While the amount
represents a 10 percent increase over last year's
budget, the part of the budget devoted to salaries
decreased 3.5 percent.
One difference between this year's budget bill and
last year's is that each budget category is broken
down into specific subcategories, rather than one line
covering the whole allocation.
For instance, this year's SG operations allocations
is broken down into operation expenses and several
specific projects, including buses to football games, DOING THEIR THING
SG retr eat, orientation advertising and drop-off day Clitton Wright, Steven Jones, Michael Harris and Courtney Combes of Kappa Alpha Psi per1orm in the third
care.
annual Greek Step Show, sponsored by the African American Student Union, Saturday night in the gym.
The specific stipulations for the budget were introduced a s a companion bill to the budget bill. Most of
them are standard SG bookkeeping. However, Vic
Collazo, a ssistant director of th e Student Center, has
r aised objections to three of them.
In a memo obtain ed by The Central Florida Fuabout during discussion of the Baab said. "Their true feelings are
ture , Collazo obj ected to restrictions on some interde- by Joelle Subourne
course's writing assignment. The revealed in each letter."
partmental transfer s, some student center income CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
and one of the Campus Act ivity Board's national
writing assignment is just one of
Each of the two sections of the
speakers .
Dr. Steven Altman didn't re- three parts of the class. The other class wrote a letter to Altman. One
In the March 27 memo, Collazo said banning spond in the usual way to a letter two are reading and problem solv- class's concern was the parking
situation on campus The other
interdepartmental transfer s on A&SF accounts he received from a concerned ing.
without the signature of the student body president group ofUCF students .
"The changing 'face' of the UCF class asked questions about the
is unr ealistic and unnecessary for the student center.
Instead of sending them a writ- campus came under discussion in new signs installed to provide di"Int erdepart mental tr ansfers are made on a regu- ten response, he responded in class and provided a basis for the rections and information on camlar, almost daily, basis by the student center and person at their class.
course's writing assignment," pus.
r ecreational services for the use of university servAltman visited the classes t o
Students in two sections of an Baab said.
ices," in cluding instructional res our ces, physical education course called "Teaching
"It was collective brainstorm- answer the students' letters. He
plant , 1abor and telecommunications, he wrote.
in the Schools" wrote to Altman ing about issues," Barbara Apo- met with both classes at the same
He said expecting the president to sign that many about their concerns regarding daca, an English education major, time, and replied to points brought
transfer approvals would place an extraordinary parking and the new signs and said.
up in their letters.
"I ·didn't think he would even
burden on the president an d all other parties in- maps on campus.
The students included their
volve d.
Dr. Elizabeth Baab, adjunct major concerns and possible solu- · reply to the letters," said Cheryl
A similar r.estrict ion was placed on last year's instructor in educational founda- tions in the letter to Altman and Maggini, an English literature
budget .
major. "I was very surprised that
tions and the teacher of the two asked him to consider them.
''The stud en ts came up with
sections, explained that the idea
see BUDGET page 4 . of writing a letter to Altman came ·their sincere, prime concerns,"
see ALTMAN page 10

Classes get visit from Altman
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WUCF-AM on the air in response to FM's limited format
by Michele S. King

...
•

.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

WUCF-AM, a station run by students, broadcasted for the first time on
Feb. 26 after necessary funds were
appropriated from the senate Working
Fund.
WUCF-AM 690 can be heard in the
older dorms, the student center lobby
and the Tropical Oasis from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m. Monday through Friday. The
reception area is limited because the
station isn't broadcast by a transmitter, but rather carried to these loca-

tions by way of carrier current. A carrier current allows the audio signal to
be picked up from only the power lines
that carry the current.
According to WUCF-AM Station Coordinator Bill Fries, "We needed the
AM station so that the Radiofl'elevision students could satisfy their broadcasting requirements. It was impossible to get them air-time on the FM
station.''
Fries also said UCF needed a more
student-oriented station.
"The conception of the AM station
was a response to the limited format on

the FM station," Sen. Ron Meaux, who
introduced the fund-appropriating bill,
said.
Meaux said he hopes the 'administration will recognize the students'
efforts as worthy. He said he would like
to see the FM station become more
student-oriented as a result.
The musical format ofWUCF-AM is
set by the individual disc jockeys.
"Because of our limited music library,
most DJ's bring in their own music, and
that's what they play," Fries said.
AM Station Development Coordinator Patrick Stewart describes the for-

mat as "cutting-edge popular," which
includes rap, r eggae, new-wave, pro..:
gressive and heavy metal. ''We try to
play what the students want to hear,"
he said.
WUCF-AM also features a Greek
shov1 and a student government show.
''We hope to have more [shows] as student interest grows," Fries said.
Fries also said he hopes either the
AM station gets the funding needed in
order to transmit the s~tion's signal,
or that the FM station incorporates
some of the AM station's style into their
new format.
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Faster than the speed of sound ...
... Mach

1

SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
Five times the speed of sound...
... Mach

5

HYPERS9NIC FLIGHT

LOOKING FOR A CHAUENGING, SERVICE-ORIENTATED
COLLEGE WORK/STUDY EXPERIENCE?

•

The UCF Wellness Center
Wants You To Be A:

•

WELLNESS
PEER.
CONSUL 'IAN'I

•
•

APPLICATIONS RT STUDENT HEALTH RESOURCE
CENTER OR CALL RT 281 -5841
INTERUIEWS NOW BEING HELD

•
•

Dr. Webb will review the current state of affairs for
the American hypersonic program-the National Aero
space Plane (N ASP).

I

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

APRIL 5

THURSDAY

CEBA II ·

RM 107

TRAINING & RETREAT AUG.12-24
FOR FALL '90- SPRING '91

•

•

I
7:00 PM

•
•
•

•
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If you are interested in ar)y o.f the following offices come
by the Student Gov~rnment front desk and ask for an
application!

Chief of Staff, Director of Vice Presidential Rf fairs,
Comptroller, Rttorneg Gener~l. Judicial Rd visor,
Public Bela lions Director, Director of Student
Lobbging
Deadline is April 5
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National Lampoon
trying to get back
on laugh track
by Dacia Dorries
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
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•
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•
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•

National Lampoon, once the paradigm of outrageous, hip and happily mean collegiate humor, is
trying to make a comeback. Here's how it started:
"We're goingfor an ewer, younger staff. We want to
draft kids right out of college," said public relations
representative Mike Venema.
Next, the company is heading to Daytona Beach to
build an "Animal House" at the local Howard
Johnson motel, where students on spring break can
join games like "swimsuit twister," dance, hear
comedy acts, watch movies, play volleyball and,
needless to say, readl0,000 copies of what magazine
owners say is the funnier version of the publication
that fell on hard times during the eighties.
"We've always had a strong franchise among college students and educated professionals," said Michael Carr, former ad director for Playboy Magazine
and the Lampoon's newly hired publisher.
However, the magazine's popularity began slipping :in the mid-1980s, and the new owners of the
_j Lampoon are trying all sorts of marketing strategies
to reintroduce itself to the college audience.
In 1988, the company lost a half million dollars, a
sharp contrast to its heyday in the early eighties
when circulation peaked at 1.1 million.
In those days, the magazine was famous-or infamous-for its wild humor (one cover featured a gun
held to the head of a Dalmatian and the headline
"Buy This Magazine Or We'll Shoot This Dog") and
willingness to expose the foibles of seemingly anyone
who happened to catch its attention.
From there came spin offs like albums and a Broadway show that, in turn, produced Saturday Night
Live creators and stars like Michael O'Donoghue,
Chevy Chase, John Belushi and others.
Soon thereafter came movies like Animal House
and Vacation.
"It started with three guys from Harvard,"recalled
Tim Matheson, who played Otter in "Animal House"
and bought the magazine from co-founder Matty
Simmons at the end of1989. "They were funny. They
were hip."
Simmons and fellow Harvard Lampoon staffers
Henry Beard and Doug Kenney founded the magazine in 1970. But Beard and Kenney lost control of the
magazine to Simmons. At the same time, critics and
Lampoon staffers claim, the magazine began to grow
stale, often resorting to cheap sexual jokes.
"The company wasn't running with a vision or a
dream. The dream had died. That's why we took the
company over," explained Matheson, who now serves
as the Lampoon's co-chairman, co-chief executive
officer and co-president with TV producer Daniel
Godnik .
see LAMPOON page 5

Michael Laughlin/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A WINNING LOOK
Melissa Clark, a junior business major, won the first round of the Miss Hawaiian Tropic Pageant at Chruch
Street Station Thursday night. Clark placed in the finals last year. She is trying to win a ski boat.

Grads lack basic job skills
diate challenge of poorly educated people in today's
workforce by strengthening employee training programs."
College students expect too much from their first
Grads may be shocked by having to go through
jobs after graduation, and are often grossly unpre- additional training on the job after already finishing
pared to succeed at them, a raft of new corporate their education. But it probably won't be as great as
studies maintain.
the shock they have when they first go looking for a
A majority of business people surveyed by the job, a third study suggests .
Oregon Business Council in February complained
The reality ofthejob market is jarringly different
that the college grads they hired lacked the commu- from what students expect it to be, Andcor Cos., a
nications and other basic ski11s necessary to succeed Minneapolis recruiting firm, discovered.
at their firms.
Most students expect to find ajob in less than three
On Feb. 26, a survey of members of the Institute of months after graduation at a medium or large comIndustrial Engineers (IIE), a Georgia-based trade pany, and earn a starting salary of at least $24,000,
group, found that 75 percent believe the nation's Andcor found after questioning 692 collegians in the
productivity is being killed by generations of mini- Twin Cities area.
mally educated students.
In reality, most college grads will spend about six
More than a third of those surveyed said education months trying to find a first job paying $15,000 to
will be the country's biggest economic weakness in $23,000 a year at a firm with fewer than 100 employthe 1990s.
ees, Dennis Anderson, head of Andcor, said.
"The rapid deterioration of education has been
The education system is to blame for the gradurecognized as a national problem for the past several ates' lofty expectations, Anderson said. "There is
years," IIE head Gregory Balestrero said. "Conse- nothing that prepares them for the quote, 'real
quently, American businesses must meet the imme- world,'" Anderson said.
Staff Report

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
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•

• RESEARCH AWARDS

The UCF Division of Sponsored Research will accept
nominations from faculty
members for the Second Annual Celebrate Research
Awards until April 12.
The $500 awards honor
both graduate and undergraduate student achievement for research or other
creative activities.
Faculty members may
nominate any full-time student.
The winners will be announced on Founder's Day,
April 26.
• STUDENT DIRECTOR

•

•

The Campus Alcohol and
Drug Awareness Center
(CAD AC) is interviewing for a
graduate assistant to become
student director of CADAC.
For this ten month job, students must have experience in
prevention and be willing to
make a commitment.
For more information stop

by the Student Health Center
or call 281-5841 by April 13.
• CHAIR APPOINTED

The national search for an
eminent scholar to occupy the
million dollar Cobb-Hooker
Chair in the Optical Sciences
and Engineering has officially
appointed Dr. George Stegeman, a professor at the Optical
Sciences Center in Tucson, Az.
Stegeman will be working
as a professor and also with the
faculty at UCFs Center for
Research in Electro Optics and
Lasers (CREOL) at the Research Park.
The Central Florida Future
interviewed Stegeman in midFebruary and he said he was
looking forward to accepting
the position.
The Cobb-Hooker chair is
the fourth to be fully funded at
UCF.
• PARADISE FOUND

Gerald Schiffhorst, a UCF
English teacher, has written a
I

book on the life and works of programs and career goals.
Deadline for application is
poet John Milton.
John Milton, published last April 13.
For more details contact the
month by Crossroad and Continuum, provides a guide for UCF Office of Equal Opportustudents needing a reference nity and Affirmative Action
on "Paradise Lost" and other Programs at 275-2348 .
poems.
This summer Schiffhorst • MARKETING PROJECT
The Central Florida Chapwill direct a summer student
program in England and con- ter of the American Marketing
duct more research about Mil- Association will sponsor a
ton and other writers.
scholarship competition.
Project entries will be
For further information on
the book or the study program judged by a panel of local
at Cambridge call 275-2212.
marketing executives.
The top three winners will
receive cash prizes in May.
• MINORITY MONEY
African American graduate
For further information
students attending or plan- contact AMA Collegiate Relaning to attend UCF can apply tions Coordinator, Laura
for $5,000 state merit fellow- Brennan, at 678-8729.
Applications are available
ships designed to encourage
enrollment in academic areas at the business or marketing
with low minority representa- department.
tion.
The deadline for submittal
Selectlons for the annual · is April 30.
Delores A. Auzenne Fellowships are based on academic •SOVIET FRIENDS
The Central Florida Sovietbackground, graduate study

American Friendship Society
will meet at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the Orlando Public Library.
Sarah Oates, writer for the
Orlando Sentinel, will talk
about Russia and the Russians
she knew while living and
studying there.
The public is invited to the
society meeting.
For more information call
Hazel McKinley at 249-0067.
•WHO'S GOT THE LOOK

The "Look of the Year"
model search to launch the
careers of tomorrow's super
star models, will award one
million dollars in two year
Elite modeling contracts to 15
women. Ten men will receive
big prizes.
Applicants can contactJohn
Casablancas Modeling and
Career Center at 740-6696.
Applications wiU also appear
in the April and May issues of
Mademoiselle, Model, YM and
Seventeen magazines.
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BUDGET
FROM PAGE 1
a public service announcement of this publication a_nd the Department of Tr~nsporfation . .

·.l

Collazo also objected to an
i tern giving SG 70 percent of 1----;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:=;::;;;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;;;;:;:;;;:;;;;;;:;:;;;::=:;;;;;;:::;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
all income generated by A&SF
funded activities run by the
Student Center, including
1
1
profits from admi.s ions and
food sales at A&SF-funded
events in the Wild Pizza. He
said the restrictions changed
agreements between the center, former student body President Denver Stutler, and current President Fred Schmidt.
That agreement also gave
SG 70 percent of all income
from the game room and Wild
Pizza admissions, but only 4.2
percent of Wild Pizza income
from food and beverage sales.
~JOIN
TRADITION~
All other income went directly
to the Student Center.
Collazo wants that br'eakdown tcreplacetheiteminthe
The UCF Cheerleaders Are Looking
stipulations bill.
Last year's stipulations bill
For "A FEW GOOD MEN" To Be A Part
had no restrictions on Student
Center income, necessitating
*No Previous Experience Required
the agreement.
Collazo said the third re*For Tryout Information Contact Linda
striction, which gives African
American Student Union final
Gooch x2256
approval on one of CAB's national speakers, is inconsistent with current and past r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - CAB and senate procedures.
"As with any campus organization, AASU is more
than welcome to solicit funding for programs from CAB
committees," Collazo wrote.
"Mandating what a CAB
committee must do or which
program they must present is
unacceptable."
Collazo wants the restriction revised or eliminated.

C01NGlRA TULA .T JC OlNS
UClW ClHEERLEADER1~

~

PLACING 12th IN DIVISION 1 AT THE COLLEGE
NATIONAL CHEERLEADING CHAMPIONSHIP

A WINNING

80,000
people gave
something
to the IRS
this year.
And they

IMPROVE
YOUR
COMMUNICATION
SKILLS.

can't wait

till next
year to give
again.
They volunteered their
skills to people who
needed help doing their
taxes.
They weren't necessarily
accountants. They were
people, like you, who have
a basic aptitude for math
and a desire to help others.
You can help people
with what taxes them.
To find out about the
free IRS training program
call 1-800-424-1040.

Volunteer now.
And you'll make
someone's taxes less
taxing later. ~-_J

An AT&!' wrd helps you communicate better~ because you can use it to call from all
kinds of places. Like a friends, or a pay phone, or out on the r ad. You don'reven need to
have a phone in your name to get one. And every month you get an itemized bill stating
where and when you used the card.
....-......
1() apply for the AT&T<Ard, call us at
ATo...T
1800 525-1955, Ext. 630.
~I '111
Now, if OI~ly jtwere that easy to impmve
The right choice.
your grade pomt '1;Verage.
....._.....
·

•
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Cloud clears room in CEBA
by Dave Schlenker
STAFF REPORTER

•
•

•

• THE UCF SYNDROME
Two students learned their lesson about
mixing certain chemicals last week as the
campus police responded to chemical ieak call
in CEBA I.
The students, who were working in room 159
on March 24, mixed sodium dichromate and
sulfuric acid; thus creating "an unexpected gas
reaction," accordingto the report. The students
immediately sealed the beaker and left the
room.
All air conditioning units were shut off in the
building, and a health and safety officer from
the physical plant was brought in to inspect the
room. The officer soon deemed the area safe
and allowed the two studen ts to return to work.

LAMPOON

humor magazine in the coun"You've got to have taltry.
FROM PAGE3
ented enough editors who can
keep up with it. Management
• ON CAMPUS FIRE
Simmons, who presumably at Lampoon let the magazine
Campus police responded to a fire in the
wooded area north of Central Florida Boulevard would disagree, could not be slip into smuttiness and stureached for comment.
pidity."
.
and directly east of Alafaya Trail March 22.
Management problems, in
.
"If I were making the NaSgt. M.A. Carpenter met with the fire response units at the entrance of the university any case, weren't the only rea- tional Lampoon, I'd go for
being as nasty as possible,"
and led them to the scene, according to the sons Lampoon slipped.
"The hum or market said Lawrence Mintz, an
report.
There were no injuries and the blaze claimed changes as the times change," American studies professor at
said Kurt Anderson, editor of the University of Maryland at
about one acre of land.
Police do not know exactly what started the Spy Magazine, a New York- College Park. Humor, Mintz
based magazine that is now believes, is more aggressive,
fire.
probably the best-selling adult cynical and hostile.
•THIRSTY VANDAL
The water fountain near the Student OrganYour time is precious.
izational Lounge in the Student Center was
ripped from the wall March 23, according to
And so are the Ii ves you could save.
campus police.
Give us a little of your time.
They have no leads.
Volunteer with the Red Cross.
Cail 894-4141 for more information .

•

•

Only for student American Express®Cardmembers.
Apply for the American Express~ Card.
Then get ready to take off. In search of
adventure, action-or just simply to escape.
American Express and Northwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary
travel privileges on Northwest-exclusively
for srudent Cardmembers:
• CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE PURCHASE
OF TWO $118 ROUNDTRJP TICKETS- to many

of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contiguous United States served by Northwest.
Each certificate is good for a six-mdnth
period, and they will arrive within six
.weeks after you receive the Card. Current
Cardmembers will automatically receive
their $118 certificates by March 15, 1990
.provided they are still full time students~

•

speed the process.)
Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for
you to become a Cardmember now, as a
student, than it will ever be again.
And remember that as a Cardmember you ll enjoy all the exceptional benefits
and personal service you would expect from
• 2,500 BONUS MILES 1DWARDS FREE TRAVELwhen you enroll in Northwest's WorldPerks® American Express.
So don't miss out on a world of great
Free Travel Program.
·experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for
AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
the Card. And start packing!
• 10%OFF ANY NORTHWESf FLIGHT- with

your own personalized discount card, valid
throughjanuary 1991 on all Northwest and
Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount
is not applicable to the $118 student
certificates and other certificates,
promotional or special status airfares.)

1

IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL.

just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your
application and begin to process it
immediately. (If you have your banking
information handy, like your account
number and bank address, it will help

Membership Has Its Privileges~

APPLY TODAY

~•

TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVJCES

5

1-800-942-AMEX

~
NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

*If you are already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question about this program, please send your written question, a copy of your student ID and class schedule to: American Express, PO. Box 35029,
Attn: Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425. Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours afcer making reservations. Fares are nonrefundable and no itinerary changes
may be made after purchase. Seats at thi:; fare are limited and may. not be. available when you call. Travel must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date .'Travel may not be available
between cities to which Northwest does not have published rouungs. City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities ($2 .00). Certain blackouf..':lates and
other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800·9.42·AMEX. ©1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

THE AMERICAN EXP.RESS• CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER .

·• •
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Th·e staff reflects
on yet .another.
Futile issue
Another April 1 has come and gone, and with
it, another issue of The Ce_n tral Florida Futile
has gone as well.
Yes, in case you hadn't guessed, the outer
sheet of this issue is, in fact, a parody of our
regular issues.
To all of you loyal readers leaping toward your 1. - - - - - - - crayon boxes to fire off an indignant reply:
AA~
At{GU\NG A~U\
Relax! It was just a joke. Don't take everjthing
so seriously.
~~o ~-rs CR~~li
In case this was your first Futile (and who
ever forgets their first Futile, eh?), here are a
few ·words by way of explanation. We at the
\
Future put one out every year around this time.
We-try (sometimes successfully) to lampoon a
variety oftopic;s and groups, based on what has
happened over the past year.
The stOries and photographs often have a
theme, based on some weird story or event of the
previous year. Last year's theme was condom 1 •'\I~::::--.:
machines; we had one in every picture, just
about. This year, the theme is ... well, let's see if
you can figure it out.
But the stories do not necessarily have to
Eastern Europe's unforgettable transformation
have any basis in fact. The water buffalo story,
away from communism has provoked a more or less
for example, exists only in the minds of our positive response from most of the world community,'
writers.
America being no exception. The American public's
We tried to poke a little bit of fun at everyone, reaction to the transformation, though positive, is
including (especially) ourselves, in this year's also disturbing. The changes in Eastern Europe have
Futile. If anyone feels slighted, all we can say is created two conceptions in the American public's
that rest on very shaky ground.
more interest in adopting variations of the West
take a look at all of the other groups that got reaction
First, many people seem tempted to look at these European models. Bulgaria, for instance, expressed
slighted as well.
.
changes and conclude "we've won and they've lost." interest in the social democratic model of Sweden.
In case· anyone is interested, the following Such an oversimplification of reality only serves to Others may choose a West German style model. Both
people are to blame for this issue of the Futile: blind us, as Americans, to the problems that still exist models allow more state regulation of the economy

&\AR1

R>R \1 r
: ' co~WA ~~!

American answers not only. solutions

Me So Horner
Eric Floss
Phil Bonenburger,
Miles Away
Pato Estuardo
Thom Kotex

R. Scott Horner
Eric Dentel

Bill Foxworthy
Pat Stewart
Tom Kopacz

In the photographs, Eric Floss plays himself,
the body of Geanie McBowel is played by Bill
-Foxworthy (who is also seen hammering John
Citrone to a tree), Fred White is played by Mike
Prieto, Joanie Bonenburger is played by Jenni
Offenburger, and Steve Altboy is played by
President Altman himself, for which we would
like to thank him very much and ask him to
forget about when it comes time for our future
office space needs to be considered.
See you next year.

Crotral Florida future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865

Editor in Chief
R. Scott Horner
Managing Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
Copy Editor
Art Director
Photo Editor
Production Manager
Office Manager
Ad Production Manager
Advertising Staff

Eric Dentel
Lauren Curtis
Bill Foxworthy
John Citrone
Jennifer Offenburger
Deborah Cunningham
Jorge Alvarez
Lara E. Hutchison
Tracy Torres
Anissa Larson
Armand Cimaroli
Cindy Cowen

Opinions expressed In The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or Individual
columnist and not necessarily those of the Board o1 Publications, University Administration,
or Board of Regents. Letters to the Edhor must be typed, maximum of 300 words and Include
the au1hor's signature, major and phone nurrber. Letters are subject to editing for grammar
and space and become the copyrighted property of the newspaper. Names may be withheld
but the newspaper reserves the right to refuse publlcatlon of any letter. The Central Florida
Future Is a free, non-profit newspaper published twice weekly during the academic year and
weekly during the summer. All meetings of the BOP are open to the public.

in our own system. Events in Eastern Europe may
divert our attention away from own problems such as
poverty, crime and homeless persons; problems that
deserve more serious attention if we are to make our
own system work better for all.
There are problems the East Europeans are seeming to try to avoid as they rebuild their societies and
move to a more market-oriented economy. This transformation, however, does not mean, nor should it
mean adopting the American model.
Indeed, the second questionable aspect of American reaction is the idea that Eastern Europe wi11
become like the U.S., as it should become. Let's not
ignore the fact that Eastern Europe has expressed

• SICK AND TIRED

Editor:
I am so sick and tired ofhearing
all of this complaining about Fred
Schmidt calling some black "boy."
I think it's been blown way out of
proportion.
So they had an argument and a
few nasty words were said. Leave
it at that. The man is human.
I think Rogers is simply trying
to make an issue of this just so he
can get his chance to be "famous
for 15 minutes." It just shows how
defensive blacks at UCF are. I'm
not a racist, but I believe most
blacks at UCF are. Let Fred apologize and let's go on to more important issues.

Linda Louis
philosophy
• BREAKING THE RULES

Editor:
I am not sufficiently familiar
with the First Amendment protections to know how they apply to
the UCFstudentgovernmentstatute prohibiting candidates' contact with media prior to the official
start of campaigning. I tend to

•
•

than the U.S. model. Let's also not forget Eastern
Europe is not America, American solutions won't
work there. Western European models are the best
hope for Eastern Europe since they allow more equality in a market-style economy than the U.S.system.
The changes in Eastern Europe are indeed a great
thing, but let's not view them in a "we've won"
mentality.
Our society could also use some improvement, and
we also realize Europeans problems need European
solutions.

Brian A. Grussaute is a senior
majoring in political science.

doubt the First Amendment applies. But the student body of UCF
has chosen to pattern their student
government on the traditional
American model inspired by Montesquieu.
Whether President Fred
Schmidt likes it or not, these institutions carry with them certain
customs and perceptions.
One example might be "one
person, one vote." A plausible case
might be made for one vote for
freshmen, one for sophomores, and
~o on, but while this would not
violate these institutions directly,
it would violate their spirits.
President Schmidt makes similar mockery that he compounds
with the statement "one must
comply with the rules." Whether
the First Amendment strictly applies or not is not as critical as
whether we believe it should.

James Baker
Orlando resident
• MINORITY MONEY

Editor:
While attending the Student
Senate meeting on March 22,- I got

the impression most minority stu- ~
dents are against UCF acceptingt
money from discriminatory
groups. I disagree with this posi- '
ti on.
Personally, as a member of the
minority, I would feel quite content taking money from a group _
whose intention is to oppress
minorities and using the money to
better myself.
Also, as pre\riously stated in
The Future, while refusing to accept such money may keep our
consciences clean, this doesn't do
much to combat discrimination.
Tthe purpose would be better
served better by putting money
from discriminatory groups into
minority oriented programs.
If a group doesn't want their
money used to help minorities, or
decides .not to divest~ but continues in discriminatory practices,
force them to explain to the surrounding community. This would
have more of a positive change
than just refusing to accept money
from discriminatory groups.

Rickey D. Trowell
Microbiology

•

•

•
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Paying homage
to Ap'ril Fools
•

l

..

..

'
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The April Fools weren't nearly as naive as history
paints them to have been. They were four men who
represented every race and nationality. It was by
pure coincidence that they met in a tavern in rural
England in 1619 to secure passage to America. They
carried their talk into the water closet, which happened to be the women's, and were promptly trounced
from the tavern as drunkard idiots.
In attempting to secure finances, the four took to
business together. However, nothing seemed to
work. Everything they took a part of went to pieces,
except a jigsaw puzzle they invented. Everything
they tried sunk, except an anchor they made.
Finally, they scraped together all their money and
bought a small ship fashioned out of potatoes.
They set sail at the same time as the Mayflower
and suffered the long winter at sea. They survived by
eating fish that feasted daily on their ship, and,
finally, by eating the ship itself. In late March of
1621, the four swam ashore at Plymouth.
For April 1, Plymouth's Governor William
Bradford staged a festival which commenced with the
unveiling of the oppressor. A stage was built looking
out over the ocean, and the ritual involved a white
curtain being lifted to reveal the view, to symbolically
represent nature as the only true oppressor. The four
fools were completely surprised when, upon climbing
a bluff and mounting a wooden platform, a curtain
was drawn back and they saw the shocked people
staring. The four were nearly stoned to death on their
retreat. Discussions ofAll Fools Day are still frowned
upon in some Protestant sectors.
Alas, the fools had profound impact on society. In
America, they submitted patents for pop rocks, joy
buzzers and condoms. Modern society has recognized
them by carving their faces in Mt. Rushmore. Thousands of tourists cross the country to pay homage to
the April Fools.

Tuesday
April3
7 & 9 p.m.
Student
Activities
Center

News to Note...

..J The Homecoming Committee is still looking for

l!J

anyone interested in being on the committee.
Sign-up at the Student Center Main Desk today!

Coming Soon ...
April 20 ... 7 & 9 p.m. SAC

Driving Miss Daisy
Voted Best Picture

J

[!I

•
•

Sunday
April 8
7 & 9 p.m.
Student
Activities Center

Explore the Nature Of Evil
April 10-11
Panelists, Speakers, Videos and
even a Play help you better
understand topics such as Satanic
Cults, the Nature of Evil and Life
in Prison.

7

.
WIN A HAWAllN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
$1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!!

Campus organizations, clubs,
frats, sororities call OCMC:
1(800)932-0528/1(800)950-8472, Ext. 10
Best Eundrajsers on Campus

Dee Gee's are psyched for Greek
Week! Ladies, keep up the games
practice , because we're going to
take it all in 90! Good luck to all
fraternities &sororities. Dee Gee Island Is your
Greek Week getaway!
Zeta Tau Alpha
Zeta's are psyched for Greek Week. Don't
forget on Wed. to meet at house at 6pm to
finalize our awesome Greek Sing. Zeta Day is
Sat. in Jacksonville, those going get info from
Amy W. Congrat's to our 7 0 -teamers and 4
Rho-Chi's.
Delta Sigma Pi
Pledges .. .lnitiation is com ing up, so make
sure you know your "stuff'! Easter in the Park
at Downey Park will be held on 04/14 from 112. Everyone come out ahd help.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sig-Eps are psyched for Greek Week! Thanks
to Karl for a successful Alumni Day. Someone
real cool said, "If you're not a S1g-Ep ... then
who are you?" IQexcellence!
Kappa Sigma
Good job Friday nite Jon McKee, we're proud
of you , man. Thanks to MrJ for an awesome
LUAU . Good game yesterday softball team.
How about that Kappa Sig Hoar-hockey team I
We're 2-1 and on a roll. Brothers, help out a
pledge this week. Greek Week 1s almost here.
Last year KL got 3rd, This year we take 1st.
AEl<AB' Later.
Lambda Chi Alpha
If anyone has recovered to read this-WHAT A
PARTY-Once- again ATffs, this party has
lived up to its reputation as the best party this
spring semester. OG thanks for advertising.

Racquetball Club
Interested in Racquetball? Join the UCF
Racquetball Club. A great way to have fun,
stay in shape, and meet other players. All level
of players-welcome . Call 678-1848.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
FROLIC! CRAZVI A WE SOME I These are JU St
a few of the ways to describe FCA. Come
check it out each Thursday at 8:15pm in the
Wayne Densch Sports Center building 2. Be
there I
A social/peer support group for gay/lesbian
students meets weekly . For more information
contact Lance 380-2835 .
ATIN ALL D&D ENTHUSIASTS! Players
wanted for Sunday evening game. For info.
call 365-2238 after 5:30
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS
RAISE UP T0$1 ,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS.
Student groups, frats, and sororities needed
for marketing project on campus. For details
plus your FREE GIFT Group officers call 1800-765-84 72 Ext. 50
Looking for a fraternity, sorority , or student
organization that would like to make $500$1,000 for a one-week on-campus marketing
project. Must be organized and hardworking. ·
Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 592-2121

Is your fraternity, sorority, or club interested in
earning $1,000.00 +for a one-week on-campus marketing project? You must be wellorganized and hard worklng. Call Lisa G. or
Myra at (800) 592-2121 .
S.A.D.D
We welcome anyone interested in joining.
Meetings Wednesday 5 :00 Wellness Center.
Anti -partying is not our goal , safety is.
UN Speaker Michael Geoghegan, UN on
"One earth many nations"
Friday APRG, HPB260 2730pm
Sponsor :UN of Orlando 679- 1044
UCF Earth Day 249-5000X-2406,2408
Environmental Society
Meetings are held every Tuesday at 5:00 pm
in the Student Center room 214. All are welcome to attend.

Brand new Wellington Taperflex
Water skis for sale. Also includes 2 ski vests,
tow rope, gloves, etc $325 or best offer. Call
Steve at 671 -2994.
Guitar-Takamlne acoustic w/hardshell case,
mint condition $350 or trade for Takamine
electric. Call 788-3696 evenings Mon-Thurs
Bunkbed great condition cheap
Call 658-8811 or 381-5285 for Karen
King Waterbed $170 Includes delivery waveless 1yr old call 282-1603 David
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair) . Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions . Call (1) 805-687-6000
Ext. GH-4628 fro current repo list.
Lap
top
computer :printer;portable
computer(new, still in boxes); 1984 Oldsmobile Cutlass; 1983 Chevrolet S-10 Pickup (4
wheel drive) . Call Shirley at 365-7112 or 841 7437
Wave ski - Surfing Kayak $100 . 5'8" Quiet flight
surfboard twintin/$75. Will take $150 for both/
Call 1-452-7569.

Responsible M/f roommate needed to share
3bdrm 2bth duplex 6mi north of UCF. Many
amenities. $275mo + 1/2 utili!Jes. Call Jeff
366·3091 Eves.
FEMALE NEEDS APT IN UCF-VCC AREA
IMMEDIATEL VII NON-SMOKER. CLEAN,
EASY GOING . CALL 678-1018 LEAVE
MESSAGE.
SUMMER ON THE BEACH
Roommates wanted to share nice 3br home 5
min from the beach , 40 min from UCF Furn .
or Unfurn. MIF $250 + some utihues. Call 1452-7569.

Apt. in OviedotUCF area . 2bed/2Bath central
heat &alf, all appl. incl. Ideal for sharing $450/
mo. 657-4936

Howell Branch/Winter Park Area , 1o min .
from UCF Wash/Ory, micwv, 2 car garage.
2bdrmstfull bath. ea rm . $262.50/mo + 113
util., No pets . Eric 678 5719 834·3541
Large 212 w/private balcony or pa110. large
kitchen walking distance to UCF. Please ask
about our move-in special. 282-5657

2bed/2ba-newly renovated-coin laundry in
Bldg. UCF area-walk to campus! Only $450/
mo + deposit - Call 380-5096.

The Central Florida Future needs an Ad production Asst. (Macintosh experience preferred), News writers & Editors . Paid positions
available.Call X2865 for more information.

SEIZED CARS, trucks, 4wheelers . TV's, stereos, furniture, computers by DEA, FBI, IRS
and US customs . Available your area now.
Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. C-1759.
(call 7 days a week)
1986 Nissan Pulsar NX 5spd, AM-E M cassette. car cover and bra incl. T ak1ng besr offer
275-4141 or 578-8746 Ask for Matthew
1990 Honda Civic EX 4dr sedan, Sspd loaded.
Asking $11,700 578-8746

------

Be D1fferentl
For Sale : 1984 Dodge Rampage,
Burgundy, Timed windows, 5sp . trans.NC,
AM/FM/Cassette , Rebuilt carb , Brakes, New
clutch assembly.
I have receipts, asking $2200
Make offer at 2n -3117

HELP WANTED
National marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2500 per semester .
Must be organized, hardworking, and moneymotJvated. Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 5g2.
2121.

1 bdrm apt within walking distance to UCF
$315 call 281·6545

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
TYPING AT HOME
Research/term Papers
Memoslletters. etc.
407-351-ti963

ccn, .o.

ATIENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT
PAY!
Assemble products at home. Details. (1) 602838·8885 Ext. W-5780.

Fast & Quality Wordprocessing
Word Perfect 5.0 Free Spelling
and grammar check. 5 minutes from campus.
Free delivery on campus . Call 273-8772 ask
for Al.

Babysitters needed part time
10·30 hours per week salary $5.00
per hour requirement: Prior Babysitting expenence call Barb at
260-0031

NEED HELP WITH MATH OR STATISTICS?
FOR TUTORING, CALL 277-2839.

•

TV COMMERCIALS
No Age Umil, for Apphcat1on,
Casting info.your area
(404)861-6888Ext T1112
SUPER INCOME I Be your own Boss! If you
are mouvated, persistent, and want to earn
fantastic income . Call (407) 886-5969.
Doneco. Inc
Trade room & Paroal board for hght housekeeping 898-7324 eves.

VISA OR MASTERCARD! Evenifbankruptor
bad credit! We guarantee you a card or~
your money back.
Call 1-805-682-7555 EXT M-1280
(call 7 days a week)

Student needed to clean homes. Hours to fit
schedu 1e. Call 699-1636.

Merida(Andes) Venezuela. Six weeks Up to
16 credits. Depart May 13 or June 24. USFsponsored. Satisfy summer enrollment, lans:.iuaQe, requirements $1,695. Includes board,

Nanonal Check Cashing Co .
seeks teller (full & part ume)
good math skills + customer
service a plus. Call 2n-o583

FREE 7 month old female cal Please call 2n 3318 Stacy

•

Male students needed as summer camp
counselors at boy's camp in Maine. First rate
program & facility. For info & applicauon call
Ken Renner X-2050 or stop by ED 153.
Needed: Bartenders, servers, and dishwashers. full and part-lime
Deer Run Country Club Call 699-971 o

Orlando's FITNESS CONNECTION
is now hiring
Certified Aerobics Instructors
and experienced salespeople
fro more info call :
Gary Smith ph:658-aooo

SWM looking for a quiet, intelligent, goodluckmg female, 20-25, NtS, for friendship &
possible dating relationship. I'm not into bars,
beaches, or spons. I like good movies, good
food, good music, a good book, and a good
friend. Please include photo & ph.#with reply.
Response guaranteed.
LH0027

•
•

S/V'llM 23 yrs. Likes to swim, scuba dive, sail,
and have run. Is looking for a relationship with
a quiet, fun, loving rema!e.
LH0028

Research papers, 18,278 available! Catalog
$2.00 Research. 11322 Idaho, #206XT Los
Angeles 90025. Toll free (800) 351-0222, ext.
33 Visa/Mastercard or COD

To Respond to a Lonely Heart:
Send your response in a sealed
envelope with a stamp. Place Lonely Hearts
number on lower left corner of envelope . Place
response envelope in an envelope and mail or
dropoffattheCentral Florida Future. P.O. Box
25000, Orlando, FL 32816

•

•

•
•

Our UCF Good Knight Offer! $25 Check-up Includes:
• Initial Exam
• Bitewing X-Rays • Consultation_
·Expires 4/30/90
• Offer good with valid UCF 1.0. only
• Good on initial visit only

282-2101

•

Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431
Aloma#211 671 -4414.

•••••

UCF Team Dentist

•

KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .25/2.50 678-ti735

CRUISESHIPS NOW HIRING for spring,
Christmas and next summer breaks. Many
pos1t1ons. Call 1·805-682-7555 Ext. S-1153
(cal~7 days a week)
ATIENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32,000/yr. income potential. Details.
(1)602-838-8885 Ext. T-5780

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents . Same day service
available. IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter quality/Laser printing.

*

UCF area 1 1/2M 28d 2B privacy fence W/D
AIC $450 month 300dep 365-4315.

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 available for immediate occupancy. Call OMV Properties Inc. 657-1967

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.

Professional * Accurate
Fast
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

ATTENTION POST
GRADUATES
Earn $250.00 per DAY
The Cape Canaveral Think
Tank needs 200 outstanding
graduate students In all
academic fields for part
time Think Tank operations .
The imaginative and
innovative individual should
apply.
Send transcript, GPA, photo ,
and short blo w/stats to:
P
Box 5852 ,
Titusville, FL. 32783

EASY WORKI EXCELLENT PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME.
CALL FOR INFORMATION.
504-641-8003 EXT. 2568

Gov'[ Seized, Surplus Vehicles
available form $100!
Call for immediate information I
1-708-742-1142
Ext 689
1 or 2 Bdrm Apt, walk $285. 851-7235.

Me? Shine Shoes?
Women Preferred
Earn up to $100 +per shift. Professional training provided . Tuxedo uniforms. Days/Nights.
Eull/Part time. Church Street Station and other
exclusive locations . ShoeShine Company of
America since 1978 call Larry or Sonja 6711482.

Qbjective: Fundraiser
Qommitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1.400
Qost: Zero Investment

ALL GREEKS!!! Thursday, April 5
7pm til 2am - GREEK WEEK PARTY .
$5.01 all U can draft + w ings.
Sing along with live band .
At Sanbar, 436-112 mile north of
Aloma across from Sports Unlimited .
Bring Student ID. .

•••••

Desirable Sherwood Forest 3bd/2bth Washer/
Dryer, microwave, dishwasher. One avail.
May 1 $625/mo reserve now (407) 658-4310

•

• The patient and any other pcnioo
n:aponaiblo for payment bu a right to
ro!lllO to pay, c:ulCiCI payment, or bo

11776 E. Hwy 50
Orlando, FL 32817
Corner of Hwy 50 & Alafaya Tr.

roimbunod for paymom f« any other
1CrVlco oxuninatiCJ11, or trcatmmlt

which ii performed u a roault of and
wlthln72hounofrollPCJlldln& totho
advcrt!Jomcn1 f« ftcc IOrvloe,
oxamiliatlon « treatment.

"

WORDS HIT HARDER THAN FISTS
Instead of getting into a bar rooJri brawl, air your feelings in

The Central Florida Future.·
Send in your letters of columns.
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816

•

Personnel
Pool.

•

TEMP-TING OPPORTUNITIES
Personnel Pool, an H&R Block Co .
•RECEPTIONISTS
is currently recruiting qualified
•FILE CLERKS
individuals for temp & temp to perm
·SECRETARIES
positions. Take advantage of this
•WORD PROCESSORS
opportunity to work with Orlando's
Enjoy top pay, benefits and Friday
finest Co.'s. Full-time & part-time
paydays . Call for immediate
positions available.
interview.

299-4900

•

•
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You Are

•

Cordially Invited

.

To Attend A free &minar On

•

LfiW SCHOOL
fiDMISSIOtiS

•

ORLANDO
Holiday Inn UCF AREA
Thursday, April 5, 1990@ 7:30 P.M.

Mike Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

SALES TALK

Tapics discussed by Top Professional Speakers will include:
When and where to apply; admission criteria of tap programs;
how to make your letters of recommendation count; what
schools look for in your personal statement; how to explain bad
grades and how to be ready for the LSAT exam .

•
•

CfiLL BfiR/BRI fiT 1-800-777-EXAM

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES-PG (NO PASSES)
Shown in 2 Theaters at 2:00-3 :00-4.00·5 :00·6:00-7:00
8:00-9:00-10:00GLORY-R 4:30-7:30 -10:00 Winner of 3 Academy Awards
PRETIY WOMAN·R 2:00·4 :30-7:30-10:00 (NO PASSES)
THE FOURTH WAR-R 2:05-6:10-10:15
BLUE STEEL-A 4:00-8:10
THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER-PG 1:50-4:30-7:30-10:10
(NO PASSES)
JOE VS. THE VOLCANO-PG
2:05·4 :00-6:00-8:00-, 0.00

TO RESERVE YOOR SEAT

•

Kalmin Fullard, a member of Kappa Alpha Psi, urges drivers to
wash their cars to raise money for the Scroller Club.

Classes in preparation for the
LSAT exam begin on April 30 or May 15

11/IOJ>04tl.l*t8/"Qce. <T~wioi. e-1~1

•

~1~~

IT'S
ACADE·
M
IC
The Off Campus Bookstore

: 9"---

-1

DINE BY DAY &
DANCE INTO THE NIGHT WITH
MUSIC FROM THE 60'S,70'S,80'S & 90'S

------r------T----CHIC~~~ ~INGS
A~ F~6o
OPEN l lAM ·CLOSE

•

CLOTHING
CLEARANCE
SALE

•
x

•

SELECTED
UCF Tank Tops T-Shirts Night Shirts Long Sleeve
Sweat Shirts Cotton Cardigan Long Sleeve T-shirt

'
...

$4.99
$5.99
$8.99
50% off
$15.99
- $8.99

1FREE DRAFf
Cl per visit)

I
I

GET 12 FREE!

I
I

ITEMS

I

"Doesn't
every
Pre-med
deserve
a choice?"
Tom Garcia, M.D. (UAG '75)
Cardiologist
Houston, Texas

"The right choice was there when I
needed it. I made that choice, and now I'm
a physician. My alma mater may be just
right for you. It's your choice."

WE BUYBACK TEXTBOOKS ALL .VEAR LONG
.

University Boulevard at Alf aya Trail

658-4612

=-~

Universidad Aut6noma ~e Guadalajara
School of Medicine
Guada lajara, Mexico

The International Choice
For your free video preview call: 1-800-531-5494
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that some undeveloped land
behind the CEBA complex be
used for parking. This is already underway and will be
temporary parking.
Another suggestion the students proposed was a shuttle
system.
"The shuttle system is
something that's coming
here," Altman said. "It just
takes time and money."
He estimated the system
would cost approximately
$100,000 annua11y.
Altman told the students
this parking is mapped out on
the campus master plan. The
master plan is also the source
for the information on the new
campus signs and maps.
The main concern of the
students was that at least
some of the signs are confus-

ALTMAN
FROM PAGE 1

he came to reply in person."
Altman first addressed the
parking concerns and told the
students about planned parking lots. By the fall term there
should be a net addition of
nearly 750 spaces, he said.
But, he added, these lots
will be able to be built for one
reason.
"Surprise, trauma timeparking fees are going up,"
Altman said.
The need for more parking
will cause a yearly student
parking decal to increase from
$18 to $30.
One of the students' suggestions was "right on target,"
Altman said. They proposed

ing, and some have spelling errors.
Altman agreed, and said the
second largest amount of complaints he gets after parking
complaints is the difficulty
people have finding things on
campus.
He added he particularly
objected to the signs at the
campus entrance drive.
"They are not informative
enough to tell people where to
go," he said. "They tell people
where the parking lots are, not
where the buildings are that
they are looking for."
Altman said these signs
were being redone at the expense of the company.
"I am disappointed and
aggravated that the signs need
to be redone after spending X
amount of dollars," he said in

response to a student's question.
He told students the 1 75
signs cost $1 75,000. However,
each 'sign didn't cost $1000.
The total cost included manufacturing, labor and design
costs.
After discussing the topics
of the letters, Altman fielded
questions about general UCF
issues including the athletic
fee and the money being donated by the University Club.
Apodaca said Altman was
very approachable.
"This showed the students
that their voice can count,"
Baab said. "Usually students
think they can't have an effect
on the upper management
decision-making."
"It was a very positive experience," Maggini said.

1\gses are rea
o/io{ets are b[ue
Sugar is sweet
Jlnd so are you...
Don't rely on
nursery rhymes
to tell her how
special she is
to you.
•

Show her by placing
a personal in
The Future Classifieds.

•

GET YOUR SUMMER TAN NOW!
Wolff System Tanning at

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON
Where The Sun Always Shines!

·-----------·
Buy 5 Visits :

1
1
NEW YORK

$158.oo

I

1

: $29.95 :

f

LONDON l cHICAGO-j FRANKFURTI

, $549.oo ' $1?8.oo -

L $578.oo

I
I

Air Fares based on Round trip travel Restrictions apply.

rJ3 ~ourteous
an./n;;;;;a·i~;~' =
=~
service to UC F students

..

9442 E. COLONIAL! 282·5100 . ·· . .;

Get 5 Free! •

~

Sign up a friend and get 2
visits free!

I
I

·-----------·

Tower Place, 10376 E. Colonial Dr., 282-6042

'1{5UI.S 'B'Y JoYCE M{:.D CJ'J{TJll!A

Sat.

Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. ,
9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.Sun . Noon - 6:00 p.m.

lllflRISe

R04£MIAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

Seasonal
Opportunities
Available

.ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM
•

If you'd like to spend your

Easter break making extra
money while you meet people · Openings available
from all over the world, come . in the following areas:
work for the Walt Disney . .• Food & Beverage
World Co. Right now,
•Custodial
we're looking for . . . ·
• Merchandising
some enthusiastic .-··
• Attractions
individuals to join
• Transportation
our Seasonal cast 1
•Culinary
throughout our
Our variety of shifts means we
Resort complex.
have jobs for students, seniors
and moms. We also have great
full- and part-time opportunities
available. So, if you've got what
. . . it takes, apply this week at our
/

1·

, :J:J~:[i\: E~f;t~~gm~;~te~

Take 1-4 to the
Disney Village exit (268) and
follow the signs.

V ~Y,sNEp

World Co.

Roadway Package Systein IS
accepting applications for parttirne loaders and unloaders.
Excellent pay $7.00 per hour.
WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
Monday - Friday
3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.M.

Phone
297-3715
for inore information

•
•

Where the job you do makes dreams lume true.
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Lambda Chi Alpha's Jarrett Edge rests between rounds and listens to coaching.

relaxed and confident throughout.
Farrier pummeled Prieto with six right-left
combos, followed by four rights and several
more hits for good measure. Prieto took a standing eight count, then Farrier added six rights
and two lefts, bringing another standing eight.
In round two, Prieto's eyes and mouth were
opened wide, as he dizzily wandered around the
ring, taking Farrier's four to one ratio of rights
to lefts. Prieto managed a comeback, but Farrier countered with some big rights. In round
three both tired, but Farrier threw a series of
right-left combos at the already battered Prieto.
Toward the. end of the fight Farrier's arms
were tired but his eyes were alert and his legs
were good. Prieto looked like he wanted to sleep.
After the first fight, two Greeks, lamenting
their brother's defeat, summed the expectations
for Greek Gloves III. "It's just the first match
and we're already1ookingforward to next year,"
they said.

Martinez collected a single,
a double and two RB I's in three
trips to the plate. For the seas on Martinez leads all
Knights' batters with a .387
batting average and 36 RBI's.
Catcher Damian Torino,
Williams and McDonald are
seventh, eighth and ninth in
the batting order, respectively. The trio earned praise
from Bergman.
"For the past two games
they have been the catalyst for
our offense and that's a good
sign," Bergman said.
Williams, from Merritt Island, collected two hits in four
at-bats and pushed his batting
average up to .287. McDonald
(3 of 4) has stopped the revolving door at shortstop with his
steady defensive play.

LASZAIC .
FROM PAGE 12

Michael LlughlinlCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Referee Mike Boggs (left) calms Tim Randolf after his fight.

Joey Didona connects with a right to Kirk Dunaway's jaw .

second lowest on the team.
"I really didn't have my good
stuff, but I did have the location I wanted," Laszaic said.
"It's hard to go out there with
your best stuff everyday. What
I had to do was adjust to that
situation and stay ahead of the
hitters and keep them off balance by mixing in my breaking
pitches."
Laszaic leads the team with
55 2/3 innings pitched. But he
is not complaining about the
amount of work.
"I am getting stronger from
all of the work that I have been
getting."
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\Vln the computer you

need to succeed in the
real world and achance
to use it there.
'lly aMacintosh®and enter Aprle's Real W?rld Sweep~
You could win aweek at one o these leading organi.Zations anda Macintosh computer.
---:-:-:-r..;:;n:aa . -

•

En ter April 2n d - May 11th
Sto p by o r call the UCF Apple Sales Store
Computer Center II, Room 105, Ask for j ohn or Amy, 281-5434
See vour Campus Computer Reseller for Sweepstakes Rules and Regulations.
o 1990 Apile. Coo1puter. Inc. Apple. the Apple IQW>. and MacintoSh are ~ ~ d Apple Qxnputer. Inc.
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13 UILD YOUR SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR SCORES!
CLASSES START:
GMAT..........APRIL 24 ,
GRE..............APRIL 12
LSAT............ APRIL 16
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2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
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Lambda Chi claims title to Greek Gloves II
by Bill Foxworthy
SPORTS EDITOR

By unanimous decision, Greek Gloves II was a
hit.
The judges scored it: $2,000 to $2,500 for the
American Diabetes Association; Greek Gloves II
championship to Lambda Chi Alpha; and 13 fistfilled boxing matches for 1,100 fans.
And it was real boxing.
The crowd seemed especially anxious for violence after having to wait until 6:45 p.m for the
fight 6 p.m. scheduled fight to begin.
All matches had their memorable moments, except, perhaps for the participants, in which case
the matches are probably pretty fuzzy. The fighters
appeared to be better-conditioned than they were
last year. Most bouts had enough action throughout their three rounds to satisfy the crowd.
After the evening's second fight between Alpha
Tau Omega's Frank Stape and Sigma Phi Epsilon's
Pat Kinsley, four ATOs in the second row stood and
cheered their fighter. He turned, raised his hand in
victory and gave that dazed smile fighters always
give after they've been beaten all over the ring.
Between rounds the Greeks would chant their
Greek letters in order to draw courage and energy
from their fighter. But between rounds a fighter
doesn't need to hear his brothers chanting "SAE."
Between rounds a fighter can't even spell "SAE."
He needs to hear his corner's advice so he can avoid
getting his head airmailed to another time zone.
Despite the way the boxers fought, aiming most
punches at the opponent's head, referee Mike
Boggs said boxing is a defensive sport. "Boxing is
an art of self defense," he said. "The object isn't to
try to hurt the other person, hut to score."
In amateur boxing, boxers score one point for
each three punches landed to the face, head or front
of the torso. Knockdowns and standing eight
counts do not add to the score.
If one fighter finishes the round with three more
scoring punches than his opponent, the fighter
wins the round 20-19. Ifhe lands six more punches
than his opponent, he mns the round, 20-18.
The night's only controversy came after Sigma
Alpha Epsilon's John Webster cut Lambda Chi
Alpha's Tim Randolf s face above and below his left
eye. The ref stopped the fight in the second round.
Randolf wouldn't let the doctor check his injuries
and left the ring. A police officer and a dozen
Greeks eventually calmed him down.
The fight between Pi Kappa Alpha's Ruben
Perez and Sigma Alpha Epsilon's Joe Stagliano
was the second-best fight of the evening.
StagHano was the pre-fight favorite. Perez lost
last year, and Stagliano had UCF's very own Don
King in his corner. Stagliano got in the first few
punches, ~mt from there Perez took control

Perez wins the Best Left Jab Award. Stagliano
deserves some credit for helping Perez win it. He
not only left himself mde open for the jabs, but repeatedly, at least a dozen times, walked right into
them. And that was the firsfround.
In the second, Stagliano took a standing eight
count following some more left jabs from Perez.
Stagliano became disoriented and couldn't find his
opponent. Perez abandoned all punches but the
left jab. With every jab onto Stagliano's cheek, the
crowd would react in unison: "Oooh ...
Oooh ... Oooh.n After each hit Stagliano would stagger back a step or two, then step forward to receive
another jab from Perez. Stagliano became more
and more disoriented, spinning around, los.
But Stagliano didn't go down, and he did manage to throw his smaller share of punches, including a small flurry at the end of round three. It was
to no avail, though, as Perez won. Perez also gets
the Overboard Award. Following the match he
danced around and threw punches both in the ring
and after exiting it.
The Greek Gloves boxers seem to have a training method that professional fighters could emulate. In addition to jumping rope, running, sparring everything pro boxers do, they could also get
drunk as often as possible. The only thing that
seemed to save some of the Greek Gloves fighters
had to be that they get practice not falling down
while drunk.
The 1 78-201 pound class fight between Sigma
Alpha Epsilon's Mike Prieto and Victor Farrier

Lambda Chi Alpha members (from left), Chris Wartick, Dan Clark and Eric LeMasters celebrate victory.

representing ROTC was th e best fight. The first h alf
of r ound one br ought constant punching from both
fighters .
Farrier clearly had the quicker hands, was relaxed

Knights win
16th straight

see GLOVES page 11

Laszaic pitches
nine for Knights
by Jay Rutenkroger

by Jay Rutenkroger
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The rain stopped just in time Saturday for the UCF baseball team to cruise
past Eastern 111inois University, 5-1.
The victory was the sixteenth in a
row for UCF and pushes the Knights'
record to 24-10. UCF won Saturday
through a combination of strong pitching, surprising hitting from the eighth
and ninth hitters and solid defense.
Junior starting pitcher, Anthony
Laszaic, recorded the victory for the
Knights. Laszaic allowed one earned
run and struck out seven Panthers as
he recor ded his sixth win.
In the ninth, EIU first baseman
Dana Leibovitz scored on third baseman Todd Dembinski's fielder's choice.
The Knights' defense played
flawle ssly while the Panthers committed four errors. The offense's stars for
the Knights were third baseman Ernie
Martinez, second baseman Andy Williams and shortstop Mike McDonald.
see KNIGHTS page 11

Mike Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

ANOTHER HURDLE
The UCF defense receives coaching while running through drills during the team's
Wednesday afternoon practice behind the Wayne Densch Sports Center.

Junior starting pitcher Anthony
Laszaic has become the Knights' hardest working pitcher so far this season.
Laszaic recorded his sixth victoryin
UCF's game against Eastern Illinois
Saturday. He allowed only one earned
run and struck out seven Panthers.
Laszaic also notched his fourth
complete game of the season and did
not allow a single walk. Laszaic had
just t wo mistakes in the game.
He grazed the arm of the game's
lead-off hitter. In the ninth inning,
Laszaic lost his shutout opportunity ~
when EIU first baseman Dana Leibovitz scored.
"Anthony threw a great game,"
Bergman said." Anthony has been very
consistent for us and we are very proud
of his efforts."
Laszaic leads the Knights' pitching
staff in several categories. Laszaic
leads in victories (6), complete games
(4) and his 1. 78 earned run average is
see LASZAIC page 11

Hand all SG power ove r to us - .OPTIONS

Floss and McBowe l's book is a hit - Sports
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In the true spirit of Glasnost

Water buffal.o s loose at UCF
by Harry Merkin
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the new lceKnights
book. ·D on't wait for movie
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Senat·e should iinpeach·
Schmuck rigi1t now!!! ·

There's a whole lot of bull going
around the UCF campus - more than
4 tons to be exact.
Under a grant supplied by
Protect&Gamble last semester, UCF
researchers were usingfive North African water buffalos for cosmetic experimentation. But researchers discovered
Friday that the buffalos had been released from their pens in CEBA II.
Originally, police thought the release was another malicious prank
played by a group of hooligans. The
group is responsible for other campus

plight of these noble
tricks like putting soap in the
beasts brings tears
to our eyes," the
reflecting pond
COWPIE note read,
and
putting
"just like the tears
black
ink
brought to their
around UCF's
eyes by that cheap,
famed
glory
poorly applied eyeholes.
liner. And the colBut Monday,
ors! Yueh!"
a group calling
The experiments
itself
"Concerned, Organ- Police composite of buffalo with makeup. were to test the
safety of new maized and Worried People In Education" said they keup products. Researchers would
broke into the building and freed the apply test formulas of rouge, lipstick,
"makeup martyrs," as they called the mascara, eyeliner and hair dye to the
animals in a note sent to police. "The animals. Mice were used in earlier

experiments but mascara wands were
too big for their little mice eyelashes.
Head researcher Dr. Red Ruffensor
said the situation was "awful" and that
whoever released the well-groomed
beasts did a horrible thing.
"One buffalo was taken in the middle
of getting a perm," Ruffensor said. "If
she doesn't get a neutralizing treatment soon, the poor thing will go bald."
Campus police have no suspects in
the case. They set up road blocks Monday and today at the exits of the university and are searching vehicles and
footwear for signs of bull.
see BUFFALOED page 23
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Students will get
more Lotto bucks
by Me So Horner
and Eric Floss
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE
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Lottery official Rebecca
Appall said Monday that the
lottery could benefit students
more directly.
She said the students would
be better served by the lottery
if they would just go out and
buy lottery tickets by the
handful.
"The fastest way for us to
get money to the students is to
have the students buy tickets
until they hit the jackpot,"
Appall said. "I'll bet you 2-to-1
that if all the students at UCF
played the Fantasy Five just
once, their winnings would
almost double the amount of
lottery money currently going
to UCF."
She also said the Lottery's
new ad campaign should help
i'ncrease the amount of money
going to state schools.

"Our new slogan will focus
on young Floridians and say,
'Te 11 mommy and daddy you
don't want an allowance ... You
want lottery tickets!'"
Appall also announced a
major change in the method of
the distribution oflottery tickets that would, in her words,
"help the little people."
"We know a lot of people
have made huge sacrifices to
help the lottery help the students," she said, "and sometimes this has required some
changes in their dietary habits. That's why we are going to
start inserting lottery tickets
in specially marked cans of cat
and dog food that are purchased by many of our most
loyal supporters.
"It's just our way of saying
'Thank you,"' she added.
President Altboy said he
would form a committee to

SERVES 'EM RIGHT!
A large sinkhole swallowed up the police station Sunday. Nobody was hurt but damages are great.
Police reacted quickly by stringing rope around the hole to keep students from parking there.

see GAMBLING page 47

· Whites fight the power
••

•
•

•
•

by Eric Floss
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE

manufacturer of corn meal and
flour," she said, "and the next
week, it might be a defensive end
for the Philadelphia Eagles we
celebrate."
Entertainment Chair Karen
White, an advertising major, said
she was tryingto get in touch with
singer Barry White to perform at
the WSU's first public meeting.
The group is open to students of
all races, White said. But, a Central Florida Futile investigation
showed all its members are

A handful of UCF students,
upset by what they called "reverse
discrimination," have formed a
White Student Union at the university.
"White power is what we are all
about," said President Fred
White a liberal studies major.
"Whit~ things have been taking a
beating by certain people around
White
here, and we are out to reverse
Whites.
that trend."
The faculty s.enate voted Monday to ask that
Vice President Daniel White, a political science major, said, "Whites should be looked up to the university not accept any money-tuition,
parking fines,. etc. from the White Student
and respected. White is in.~'
Although the group's plans are still in the Union's members.
President Steven Altboy said he would form
formative stages, Treasurer Jill White, a finance major, said UCF should plan to see sev- a committee.
Some students, openly angry with WSU's
eral "Celebrations of White" over the next
months.
see WHITE UNION page 66
"One week, we might cel~brate a famous

Director alters tune
by Me So Horner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE

In an attempt to allay
student concerns over the
programming of the campus
radio station WIMP FM,
administrators have transferred program director
Peter Carpool to the library.
Carpool
said
the
student's accusations that
he was trying to censor the
student-run Slight Rock
program were false.
"I love rock 'n' roll," Carpool said, pointing to his
Meat Puppets T-shirt. He
said the whole thing was a
misunderstanding.
"I meant to say that
Slight Rock DJs COULD

play music that degraded
women, celebrated the joy of
killing, mentioned drug use
or had the word 'the' in their
lyrics."
Carpool said he accepted
the administration's decision but wished he could
remain at the radio station.
"Radio is my life,"he said.
"And, I just love those guys
at Slight Rock. I'll miss 'em."
When · informed of
Carpool's transfer, the student employees at WIMP
were obviously overwrought. Borrowing a tradi. bon from the Irish, they
performed a jig of sorrow.
Carpool began working
as the library's new circulation director last week.
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Senate passes
Vile resolution

Tree-stooges
stake claim
to get point

pay to all the students he's
fired, SGwouldgo broke," Moe
said.
Larry and Curly refused to
Stupid Government should
not give back pay to the stu- comment.
S~mu~ wu n~ ~ fue
dents fired by President Fred
Schmuck, the Stupid Senate Stupid Senate meeting. Chef
of Staff Jeff Lame said
decided Tuesday.
The Senate voted 8-4 Schmuck had to fire four more
against a bill which would students before he went to
have given the 42 fired student class. "He's got a really tough
assistants $501.25 each in test," Lame said. "He should
pass, though, because he's got
back pay and damages.
The bill was introduced by perfect attendance."
The Senate also passed the
Sen. Scott Bonehead, one of
'
the students fired by following legislation:
Schmuck. "Fred should not be • A bill paying the Pathletic
able to fire employees with Department $1,000 to create a
spotless records, especially 150-seat Knight Zone in the
when one ofthem-myself- new UCF IceArena (formerly
is a political enemy," Bone- the gym in the Education
Building), home of the fabuhead said.
For the third time this year, lous UCF IceKnights. The
Sen. David Mundane agreed seats will be located in the
with Bonehead. "If you don't lobby, facing the information
pass this bill, I'll call the booth. The bill passed unaniACLU," Mundane said.
mously.
Sen. Ron Moe spoke in de- •A resolution congratulating
fense of Schmuck. "Fred's a the Vile Pizza on its new Extra
great guy. But if we give back Spicy Buffalo Tacos.
by Thom Kotex

•
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by Pato Estuardo
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This past Thursday a student environmental group put into action an
idea that they say will bring campus
defoliation to a halt.
The club, Students Concerned
About Trees, has reacted with a show of
unprecedented ingenuity in a move
that links the sit-ins of the '60s with the
action of tree spiking developed by
Earth First.
The UCF group has started spiking
themselves to trees in order to prevent
further defoliation. They believe trees
and bushes are more important than
making room for new parking lots.
"This is a great daAAYEEE for the
riiIIAAEghts of flora and faAAUna
everywhere," SCAT President Michael
Burch said as an obliging member
drove spikes through his hands and
feet and into a pygmy fringetree.
Another grimacing member said,
"Even if they manage to separate us
from the trees, they'll be in for a nasty SCAT member Douglas Fur gets nailed to a tree to keep
surprise when their chainsaws hit developers from building more parking lots at UCF.
these spikes."
Some students disagree with the activists.
Zodiack said, "If this is successful, we will con"You can't park on a tree," economics major sider spiking blue whales, manatees and FlorPhil Errup said. "Those long-haired, tennis ida panthersd in order to protect them from the
shoe, tie-dye-T-shirt-wearing, flower power, ravages of the unfeeling, uncaring industrialneed-a-shave liberals probably don't even know ists."
how to drive a car. Who are they to say we don't
President Steven Altboy said parking is
need more parking?"
important but there may be another side to the
Activists around the country are watching to issue. A committee to study the situation will
see the results of SCAT's actions.
Regional coordinator for Greenpeace Dawn
see TREE PEOPLE page 36
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• ATTEMPTED MURDER

A female student was followed last night by a knifewielding dark stranger. He is 6
feet tall with dark straight
hair and was wearing blue
jeans and a Vile Pizza "It's
better than beef' T-shirt.
The student saw the
stranger in the laundry room
at around 10 p.m. She got
worried and left for the safety
of her dorm. As she left, she
turned and saw the stranger
pu11 out a shiny metal object,
which she suspected to have
been a samuri sword. He followed her, running, to the
dorm entrance.
Balinda Hotfluff of room
216 in Arsiniyo Hall (phone:
555-2765) said she worried
about the assailant finding out
who she is and where she lives.
Police have no leads.
• DEAN SEARCH ENDS

After a six-month search,
the UCF School of Business
Dean Search Committee has
found their man. They found
the business dean in the bathroom of his CEBA II office
yesterday making a glory hole.
President Altboy said he
was happy
with
the
committee's discovery. "Tomorrow I will recommend that
a committee of students, faculty, staff and community
members find out where the
dean will be next week," Altboy said. A committee has
been formed to look into
Altboy's recommendation.
• STOP • SHHHH • THIEF

The library has announced
a rash of book thefts. For the
past week, hundreds of books
and magazines have been

found missing from the library. The books include
Catcher in the Rye, Slaughterhouse Five, The Joy of Sex
(parts I and II) and Mein
Kampf. Missing magazines
include Rolling Stone and
National Geographic.
I If found, please call the
library's new circulations director at 275-2586.
• SG FOOD FEST

•GET AN EARLY START

The committee for the 1991
Homecoming Celebration is
searching for a band to play
next year's concert.
Organizers promise they
won't book a group like Air
Supply or Stevie B. at the last
minute as has been done in the
past. Instead, they said they
will know way in advance
what stinking band will come
to UCF and students can adI just their Homecoming activities accordingly.
Right now the committee is
in contractual discussions
with K.C. and the Sunshine
Band. The homecoming theme
will be the French Revolution.

Student government will be
holding its Spring Banquet
next month in the student
center auditorium. But, the
general student body will not
be able to attend.
The evening will honor outgoing student body President
Fred Schmuck, incoming
President Jeff Lame, and the • LEARN TO LAMBADA
The Geek fraternity Lamstupid senate with an all-youbada Chi will offer a class
can-eat buffalo barbecue.
President Altboy said, called "The Lambada and You"
"That's a lot of bull." He prom- at 7 p.m. on Wednesday in the
ised to form some sort of student activities center.
There will be a video presentacommittee or .other.
tion, dance lessons and refreshments. Cold showers will
• GIVE IT BACK
An Orlando businessman also be provided free of charge.
and alumnus of UCF had his
bachelor's degree repossessed • COMMITTEE SEARCH
A group of stud en ts
Friday.
This is just the most recent marched in front of the Adof five repossessions that have ministration Building Friday
occurred this year under a new to protest the proliferation of
program designed to make committees on the UCF camdeadbeat alum's who default pus. President Altboy promised to form a committee to
their student loans pay up.
The UCF administration look into the committees.
has asked professors to break
into the homes and offices of • STUDENT RALLY
There will be a rally on the
graduated students who have
defaulted on their student Health and Physics Green
Thursday. The rally will start
loans.
The professors were told to at 1 p.m. and finish at around
take the defaulter's diploma, 2:30 p.m. If all students show
cap, gown and class ring if they their support for this cause,
the horror would end.
had them.

Steven Altboy: President, smoker, Alt-Brite user.

I smoke. I smoke a lot.
• • •
But my greatest fear is not lung cancer or the
dangers of passive smoking. I fear that yellow icky
stuff that can build up on your teeth after
years of smoking these things.
• • •
That's why I brush with ALT-BRITE brand
toothpaste. Its special scouring power, now with
100 percent natural sand, can whiten
anyone's foul mouth.
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SCAT CLUB
Get SPIKED!!! Fight the plow. Remember, a tree is a terrible thing to waste.
Except for those nasty pine trees that
drip sticly sap on your new red sportscar.

OK Sigma Cries.
Brothers! Get psyched for the 2nd annual Nerd Bashing Contest today!!!
Bring your bats and lead pipes and meet
us behind the library at 8:45 p.m. We'll
supply the nerds.
Hey Puke Boys.
Get psyched for our Rocking Chair-AThon to help our deprived brothers who
don't have BMWs.
Tri-Me
Fellow Geeks Have an awesome,
blt~tyo . totally cool, radical, psyched
weekend. Have you hugged your little
siste'r'lately?
Lambada Chi
WLambadaAnd You!"is corning! Meet us
in the SUC at 7 p!m! Wednesday! Get
psyched!!!!!

wsu
The White Student Union will hold its first
annual White Elephant sale Wednesday. Come to our table and buy some
Martha White corn bread muffins, old
Barry White albums and scale-size
models of the White House. For more
info. call Bob 555-4592.
Gold Keychain Honor Society members
- get your tree slide rulers behind the
library tonight at 9 p.m. Be there or B1 .
CCGO
The student members of the Censorship
Club of Greater Orlando will hold a
speech contest Friday. All entrants must
submit a written copy of their speech for
approval by Wednesday.

•

Students needed for experiments in
human sexuality. Beautiful, blonde, curvaceous babes need only apply. Redheads OK, too. Call Bubba at 555-0694.
EARN $100,000 A YEAR in your spare
time killing student parking patrollers .
No experience necessary. Call Vinnie at
555-4395.

Female to share one bedroom 1/2 bath
flat in Oviedo RENT FREE. Ask for
Bubba at 555-0694.

IS IT TRUE you can buy 2 Live Crew
albums for$1? Yes. Government repossessions. Call (1) ·800-555-DEFF.

Barbi,
My tests from the clinic came back positive. We musttalk. See you tonightatthe
Vile Pizza for buy-one-get-one-free buffalo burgers. - Brett.

2 Bdrm/3 Bth Dplx, Furn, Pl, Lksd, 1/0,
4WD, GWM, UDR, CAB, conveniently
located near high voltage lines, blocks
away from city dump, only seconds from
airport - $15,000 - O.B.O.

Ben,
No more money. Publish on your own. Mom.

Buy Books, Mags, Albums - CHEEP
1,000s of books including Catcher in the
Rye , Slaughterhouse Five, The Joy of
Sex (parts I and II). Magazines include
Rolling Stone and National Geographic.
Albums including Butthole Surfers, Red
Hot Chili Peppers and the Dead Kenne,dys. Call Peter at 275-2586.

Male roommate who can cook needed to
share apt. w/ 2 females. Have own
bedroom but must act gay. Call Janet or
Cindy at 555-2787.

•
Golf, Sandwich, Night, Billy ...

EARN
$55,000 A YEAR
SLEEPING.
No experience necessary. Call during
the daylight hours only, please : 5556738.

Geeks. Earn money foryourfraternity by
working. Call John 555-4335

Satan worshipper looking for easy going
person to share 3 bdr apt. Must be clean,
non-smoker. Pets are OK, pref. goats .

PRoFESSIONAL TYPING
Give me you're resume, term paper or
book report and I'll type it good. Almost
error tree!! $10 per page.

Girl in red,
After I passed you in the laundry room, I ,
noticed you had dropped your silver
bracelet. I picked it up and followed you
to your dorm to return it but you were in
too much of a hurry to stop. Please call
me so I can return it to you. 555-7685.
Bob
My tests from the clinic came back positive. We must talk. See you Wednesday
at the Vile Pizza tor halt-priced Ultimate
Buttalo Nachos. - Brett.
SWM looking for a blonde, curvaceous
girl who likes to party. Call Bubba for a
good time: 555-0694.
Fill space, fill space, fill space, fill space

B-lifz@
Foreign Language Tapes presents:
Special College Edilion--

Speak Like a Geek!
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

.

Guys!

?~tting ready . to
JOm a fratemlly?
Learn unpleasant-but-uproarious synonyms for vomiling and
primary sexual characteristics!!
Learn to translate your
roommate's drunken ramblings .
Fit right in!!

Befor~ you join that
sororo1Ly, learn to say
'psyched' over and over again like
some son of demented metronome!
Learn variations like 'Gel psyched,• and 'Be psyched,' and what
situaLions call for them!
Fit right in!!

Send your check or money order to:Rent-a-Friend , Inc.

CATCH

Now
on sale

lcEKNIGHT
•.

"An
outstanding
example of
evenhanded
journalism ...
I recommend it
heartily
I

•

Gals!

--Larry
Orlando

I

FEVER!

GREAT MISTAKES
Buffalo Nuggets
$4.95

VILE PIZZA
Deep Dish Buffalo
$2.35

I"

FATTYSLOW CAFE

Guessed,
Magical

Broiled Buffalo Brisket
$10.99

•

TROPICAL SLOWASIS

•
•

Eric Floss and Genie McBowel will sign
books at the Tropical Slowasis Thursday

J?ig Buffalo Burger
$5.15

'

S
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·· Knights to win
1991 NCAA
championship

•

•
•

by Phil Bonenburger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE

The UCF men's basketball team will win the 1991
NCAA championship, according to UCF athletic director Genie McBowel and men's basketball Joe
Sheen.
UCF sports authorities reached this conclusion at
a recent meeting in which UCF sports budgets were
being examined.
The reasoning works like this. The men's basketball program receive! $1.2 million in funding. The
team won seven games in each of the last two
seasons.
The cost of one UCF victory averages $171,000.
For UCF to win the NCAA championships it will
have to win at least 24 regular-season games and six
playoff games. So ifUCF spends 5,130,000 then the
Knights should win the college championship.
Waves of excitement swept the UCF campus early
this week, and the Knights were the talk of collegiate
sports circles when the Knights' 1991 championship
victory became known.
Well-known basketball guru Dick Fatale said the
Knights are a lock to win the championship. "They've
got the coaches and the players," Fatale said. "But
most of all, the have the money."
Universitie officials said the $5.13 million would
be rechannelled from the Vile Pizza, Tropical
Slowasis and Great Mistakes, which have all showed
huge profits recently. The eateries' profits came from
new purchasing procedures and much high er th an
normal student patronization.
President Steve Altboy: "This is good. I am confident this will be a positive step for the students and
faculty of UCF and the community." Altboy said he
would form a committee to look into the proposal but
see SPOT RUN page 36

•

•

by Miles Away
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE

Due to the overwhelming success of the Knight
Zone at last season's football games, UCF Pathletic
Director Genie McBowel and student body President
Fred Schmuck are planning to bring the special
student seating section to all UCF sporting events.
To simulate the Knight Zone view at the Citrus
Bowl, bleachers in the new UCF fieldhouse will be
installed facing the wall.
The baseball field Knight Zone wi11 feature seats
atop the UCF water tower and admin. building.
The original Knight Zone was located in the south
end zone of Orlando Citrus Bowl. Thousands of students flocked to the Knight Zone each week to take
advantage of the splendid view.
"The Knight Zone is the greatest thing to come to
UCF since I did," Schmuck Said.
Schmuck will personally bufld both the water
tower Knight Zone and the fieldhouse Knight Zone,
in addition to building the entire fieldhouse.
With renovations almost complete at the Citrus
Bowl, students will be relocated to another section of
the stadium come football season, Schmuck
"The Knight Zone is said.
"We plan to move
the greatest thing
students
to the upper
to come to UCF
deck of the stadium,
since I did."
either keeping them in
_ Fred Schmuck the end zone or shuffling them to the corstupid body president ners of the stadium,"
Schmuck said.
"It will be great," Schmuck said. "Students wi11
have a view of the entire stadium and will be able to
see most of greater Orlando from the seats. They can
bet on sitting 300 to 500 feet off the ground and being
well over 1,000 yards from the playing field."
"I'll get to work on this as soon as I plug those awful
see NOTHING AT ALL page 39

•

Hockey coming to UCF

•

Thrilling lceKnights play in converted Batcave - uh, gym
by Eric Floss
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE

New Knight Zones
offer lovely views

•

Joanie Bonenburger receives a signed copy of 'The Invention of The lceKnights' from its authors, Genie
McBowel and Eric Floss. The witty, entertaining and informative book is quite a bargain at any price,
Bonenburger said , and in this she was quickly confirmed by the volume's authors. "Yes, it is informative,"
McBowel said. "Gosh, is it ever," Floss added. The book will be on sale for at least another week, or until
the initial printing of 25,000 copies sells out. Floss said . "So please buy one," he added.

In a stunning display of farsightedness and
perspicacity, Pathletic Director Genie McBowel
announced Wednesday that UCF will add an ice
hockey team in 1991.
"We've talked to our friends at The Central
Florida Futile," McBowel said, perceptively "and
they said ice hockey is the hot new sport among
students here."
Futile Managing Editor Eric Floss said, "Simply
put, the time has come for ice hockey at UCF."
McBowel and Floss made the remarks at a
.reception in the Grand Cypress Ballroom co-sponsored by the Pathletic Department and The Central Florida Futile. The new team will be known as
the UCF IceKnights and wm compete against the
top NCAA teams in the country.
''We want to be competitive right away,"
McBowel said.
"That's exactly right, sir," Floss added.
A committee will be formed to look into the
1

matter, President Steppin Altboy said.
Courageously, McBowel said UCF wouJd have
to come up with a large amount of money quickly
to pay for the bold, keen, really neat-a move.
"We're going to have to hold a lot offundraisers
in a hurry," McBowel said, "to get enough cash to
build a rink and hire some top-flight hockey
coaches."
To that end, the newspaper and the Pathletic
Department will be co-sponsoring an extended
fund-raiser called "The Week of Nights of
Knights," McBowel said.
Items donated by local boosters and The Central Florida Futile will be auctioned off, including
autographed copies of an absorbing, entertaining
book co-written by McBowel and Floss titled The
Invention of the IceKnights.
Floss, who had been scheduled to help emcee
the event, said he would have to decline the honor.
''I have to maintain my objectivity," he explained. "But given the chance, I will sell blood to

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTILE

UCF football player Shawn
Defferson is a model student
athlete.
UCF Athletic Director and football Coach Genie McBowel said he
wishes every player were like Defferson.
"He's a model student," said
UCF history professor Steven
Bizzo. Bizzo said Defferson breaks
the student athlete stereotype. 1
"He fits right in," Bizzo said.
"He's very friendly and very close
to his fellow students. He shows up
on test day and pulls his desk right
next to someone. In fact he always
sits next to the best and brightest
student."
Defferson wi11 finish his fourth
year of eligibility this season as a

•

•
•
•

•

buy NEW BOOK page 45

Defferson to n1odel clothing
by Phil Bonenburger

•

sophomore.
they won't hurt
Defferson lives on
themselves.
campus in Glory
Defferson hasn't
escaped controversy,
Hall. Hall Student
though. One night
Resident
Gordo
campus police were
Lumps said Deffercalled when four stuson is a model dorm
"I get
resident.
dents were reportcalled up to his hall
edly firing guns at
each other.
three or four times a
McBowel
exweek in response to
fights," Lumps said.
plained: "Defferson
and the other fellows
"And Defferson is
Defferson
always right in the
were in my office that
middle of things.
day urging me to
When he sees me coming he says, organize a UCF skeet-shooting
'Hey Gordo, help me break up this team. That night they got their
fight,"' he said. "I've gotten all shotguns and had target practice
sorts of weapons from him: sticks, on clay pigeons.
"It got blown out of proporbaseball bats, knives, guns, you
name it."
tion," he said ofDefferson's crimiAccording to Lumps, Defferson
see STUDENT MODEL page 26
takes the weapons from others so

·
•

...
•
•

•

•
•

•

